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Reviewer's report:

General

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Major Compulsory Revisions (that the author must respond to before a decision on publication can be reached)

I would suggest followings alterations:
Change title to "Immediate endoscopic management of traumatic......".
Change size of needle from F to G.
Some of the syntax and grammatical mistakes such as
"feasible to perform" "Patients were subjected---change to " patients were offered"
"0 degree telescope -change to- 0 degree endoscope"
Average follow up of 49.2 months (range 7-74 months) -change to - Mean or median follow up of
.......(range 7-74 months).
Accepted treatment methods are based on.... change to....there are no accepted treatment options....
Sentence with "procedure in as timely a fashion as possible" does not make a sense and needs revision .
Revise sentence "development of stricture in these three patients was attributable to.... "

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Minor Essential Revisions (such as missing labels on figures, or the wrong use of a term, which the author can be trusted to correct)

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Discretionary Revisions (which the author can choose to ignore)

What next?: Accept after minor essential revisions

Level of interest: An article of limited interest

Quality of written English: Needs some language corrections before being published

Statistical review: No